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Dear Charles, 

Herewith a copy of James' eatinAmelea.When I spoke to Jerry about it I thought 

it was the first edition, which I'd used on We. It is one I bought later. 

Ny second assignment in USS was in the Latin America Division. I was not a eatin 

emericanist. They wanted me because of my investigative reporting and expertise in Nazi 

cartels. Une of the division's executives had edited CLICK magazine when I did the cartel 

work. 0,61 was, in fact, a Harvard man, major in music. He rescued what is Low WGNS as its 

manager and part owner and later war: manager of the National Symphony.) 

I had to get better knowledge of Latin emerica pretty fast. The academic eatin 

Americanists in the division recommended James' bark as then the beet. I think that for 

the period it covers is uay still be very good. 

This reminds me of a bit of unpublished history that may be of iterest to some 

students or faculty. eee 
My expertise was wanted for the preparation eX the conference of the emerican 

states at Chapulte$ec, Lexico preparatory to the organizational meeting of the UN in 

San Francisco. The question was the admission of ergentina, then under the 2eron dicta-

torehtp and heavily influenced by the Nazis. I was in charge of the economic part. 

The finished work wan for Nelson Rockefeller's ii—use at that conference. He was an 

undersecretary or assistant secretary. When the assignment come to our division, it was 

U.S. policy to opeose Argentina's admission as Nazi-dominated. At the conference, how-

ever, Rockefeller made policy by refusing to use ouerstudy and refusing to opeoee 

Argentina's admission. 

efter that conference State reverted to the position Rockefeller had, without 

authorization, overturned. So, we were put to work again to update it and beeau ,e the 

economic part had been done I wee put in charge of the military part. 
eb

ut after a few deys, I stoppeu to think e it l i and decided that opposing ergen- 
z, r 

:sat 
 admission after supporting it, which I eCall as the de facto situation, was bad 

policy. I was certain that it would be greeted efeth the cry of "Yankee Imperialism." I 

asked to be relieved of my responsibilities and I was but 1  did, informally, provide 

some services when the scholars could not. Like scrounging around and borrowing misco-

film readers informally. 

When the job was finished it was 2ublishea as our :slue eook 	ergentina. 

My analysis was quite correct. There was the hum and cry I'd said we'd hear, 

of Yankee imperialism. 

and despite U.S. opeositiou, 1.rgentina was admitted to the UN. 

Logically, one .:ould h,ve expected this to bring me kudos. It did not. It had 

the opposite effect. 

Who was this upstart youngster telling the top of the State Department that 
their policy decision wee against U.S. interests was the apparent attitude. 

Going back to James' book, there came a tine when the ileraguay desk was vacant. 

I was assignee to it uetil a permanent replacement was found. That was during a revolu- 

tion by part of the army. The army then had a feirly large deomcratic wing and it opposed 
the dictatorship that proceeded Stroessner's. The dictator was Hecto horinigo. I returned 

to James quiekly. The first sentence of his 2areguay chapter impressed me so much I re- 

called it verbatim except for a single word in telling Jerry about it. 

U.S. policy was not anti-horinigo, alas, as it was not anti-Stroessner. 

I think students can learn uuch about Paraguay and Pereguayans from that chapter. 

Some of its history is close Yo 
Best wish n, uarold tleisbe:g 

L 


